Insights into skills and jobs advertised on LinkedIn in 2018

Key Findings

- One of the top labour market information needs as reported by Canadians is the skill requirements of jobs.
- As jobs evolve alongside technological innovations, workers will need to hold the right skills to be successful. Analyzing the more than 400,000 paid job vacancies posted on LinkedIn in 2018 across 10 major Canadian cities reveals that the three top skill groups demanded by employers on LinkedIn are: Business Management, Leadership and Oral Communication.
- The most frequently advertised job titles across the 10 cities include Customer Service Specialist, Project Manager, Retail Salesperson, Salesperson, and Software Developer.

Figure 1. Insights into skills and jobs advertised on LinkedIn in 2018

Top Skills Listed on LinkedIn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Groups</th>
<th>Specific Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Business Management | - Strategic Planning  
                      | - Business Process Improvement  
                      | - Change Management          |
| Leadership          | - Team Leadership and Building  
                      | - Cross-functional Team Leadership  
                      | - Organizational Leadership  |
| Oral Communication  | - Public Speaking  
                      | - Presentation Skills  
                      | - Interpersonal Communication |

Top Job Titles Posted on LinkedIn

- Customer Service Specialist
- Project Manager
- Retail Salesperson
- Salesperson
- Software Developer
Introduction

Jobs are evolving rapidly as workplaces adopt new practices and emerging technologies. At the same time, our recent public opinion research surveys reveal that one of the top labour market information needs of Canadians is the skill requirements of jobs. To be successful, workers will need to hold the right skills, but there is little evidence that helps us understand these skill requirements. As a result, reports of skill shortages in Canada have been growing, placing renewed emphasis on defining, measuring, and assessing skills.

One of our recent issues of LMI Insights, "What’s in a Name? Labour Shortages, Skills Shortages, and Skills Mismatches", sought to clarify the discussion regarding these three closely related but distinct workforce issues. Assessing which skills are most in demand, and where, is difficult mainly because there is little consistency in how we measure skills.

Analyzing online job advertisements offers direct insights into the skills that employers are seeking. While there are some caveats with this approach, it provides an important complementary source of labour market information about the skills that employers seek when recruiting.

Leveraging the LinkedIn universe to better understand skills

In an effort to provide new and complementary insights on the skills that employers are seeking, the Labour Market Information Council (LMIC) has partnered with LinkedIn. The LinkedIn universe, with more than 15 million members from Canada and more than 30 million companies across the globe offers unique insights into the labour market. Together, we examined over 400,000 Canadian Premium jobs posted in 10 major cities on LinkedIn in 2018. The structured data provided to LMIC enabled us to summarize the most sought-after skills and job titles in 10 major cities across Canada.

Across the 10 cities, two aspects of the LinkedIn

Methodology and caveats

LinkedIn analyzes Premium job postings and categorizes them into 50,000 standardized skills, which are then organized into 240 skill groups. Similarly, the names of the roles to be filled are organized into 100 standardized job titles.

LinkedIn provided LMIC with skills groups and job titles aggregated and indexed by the frequency for the 10 major cities. These values were based on the number of times the job title or specific skills within each skill group appeared in over 400,000 Canadian job postings for these cities in 2018. We used this information to identify the top three skill groups and top five job titles across the 10 cities. To give an indication of the specific skill sets being sought, we have listed three of the top specific skills for each skill group.

We then analyzed the job titles. The top job titles in demand are simply a reflection of the number of Premium postings with that title on LinkedIn. Some caution should therefore be taken in making any direct comparison between the top skills and job titles reported.

It is important to note that all skills data collected through job vacancies are influenced by how companies choose to write job descriptions, which can vary based on professional, social, and regional culture. These variances were not accounted for in the analysis. The results of this analysis represent the world as seen through the lens of data collected via LinkedIn Jobs and may not be generalizable to the wider Canadian labour market or to the cities analyzed. In addition, the ranking of skills is based on their appearance in LinkedIn job postings, meaning the employers’ implicit ranking of the importance of each skill cannot be accounted for in the analysis. Thus, we have not explicitly ranked the skill groups or job titles.
job openings posted in 2018 have been analyzed. First, based on the frequency of skills listed in the job postings, we document – following the LinkedIn skills taxonomy – the most common skill groups, as well as three representative specific skills associated with those groups. Second, based on the same job postings, we assess the most common job titles across the 10 cities.

Overview of findings: Thinking critically and working with others

Results show that while there is a wide variety of skill groups and job titles across the 10 major cities, several common features emerge. Three top skill groups appeared the most: Business Management, Leadership and Oral Communication. In terms of the top specific skills within these groups, a variety of relationship-focused skills emerge, such as Change Management, Team Building and Interpersonal Communication. In addition, specific skills related to conceptual and critical thinking also feature prominently, including Strategic Planning, Organizational Leadership and Presentation Skills (see figure).

A diversity of job titles was also revealed. The ones most frequently posted in the 10 cities include Customer Service Specialist, Project Manager, Retail Salesperson, Salesperson, and Software Developer.

Conclusion

LMIC’s public opinion research surveys reveal that the skill requirements of jobs is something Canadians are looking for in terms of labour market information. And as jobs evolve alongside technological innovations, workers will need to hold the right skills to be successful. Shifting our thinking towards skills, while keeping an eye on job titles marks an important turn in how we think about Canada’s labour market.

With our three Strategic Goals in mind – collect, analyze and distribute labour market information and insights – our aim through this partnership with LinkedIn is to twofold. First, we want to provide the public with access to insights into the hundreds of thousands of vacancies posted on LinkedIn Jobs in Canada. Access to this information should complement other sources and augment our collective understanding of how jobs are changing. Second, and related, we think it is important to encourage a dialogue on the importance of skills and the role it plays in ensuring Canada’s long-run prosperity and the well-being of Canadians. The snapshot presented here analyzing LinkedIn job postings across 10 major cities in Canada is a step forward in this regard.

End Notes

1 These job postings are taken only from Premium job ads which employers post directly on LinkedIn. The 10 cities covered in the report are Calgary, Edmonton, Halifax, Kitchener-Waterloo, London, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg, and Vancouver.

2 Note that the top skill groups are derived from the counts of skills across job postings in all cities.
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